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2.05 - Stories, Objectives and Shifts 
 

Please template your marker boards like this. 

 

Your group will focus on ONE of the Big Bold Statements for CTE.   Imagine that by 2025 this big 

bold statement for CTE has come true. 

Part 1 

Take a few moments to develop a narrative/vignette that paints the picture for how this big bold 

statement is manifesting in 2025. Use the marker board to capture key features of the story.  

 What are the primary distinguishing characteristics of this future? 

 What were the most significant changes from 2015 and 2025?  

 Who (beyond the stakeholders in this room) needs to do what to get us to that future?  What 

should states do?  Schools, students, employers, society, economy, government, workers? 

Part 2 

Write a new bigger bolder statement that encompasses your story. 

Part 3 

Look back from 2025 and develop a short list of objectives (goals) that had to be met in order for 

this big bold statement to come about.  Capture them on your marker board.   

Part 4 

On the white board develop From -> To statements that exemplify the shifts that need to take 

place to achieve your objectives and realize your big bold statement – the “shifts” we need to make 

from being/doing xxx today to being/doing yyy in the future. 

Narrative/Vignette Objectives From -> To StatementsBigger Bolder Statement

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
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2.05b 

Shift and Share 
 

Before the first shift, select a member of your group to share your work with visitors from 

the other groups.  When you hear the music, the rest of you will shift to the right to the 

next group in your triad. 

Presenters, after you have shared and discussed your objectives with each round of 

visitors, ask them individually to mark the ones they think will drive achievement of the big 

bold statement. 

There will be two shifts.  After two shifts, return to your original break out group. 

 

2.05c 

  Objectives 
Small Group Activity 

 

After two shifts, return to your original breakout group and identify up to four objectives 

you feel are the most important for the future - 2025.  

Rewrite your four objectives on a single piece of flip chart paper to facilitate sharing them 

in the next activity.   
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2.05c 

  Objectives – Three Groups Together 
Group Activity 

 

Share & Synthesize 

The purpose of this activity is for your combined groups to come up with: 

 One consolidated bigger bolder statement 

 Up to six objectives to achieve your bigger bolder statement.  

Please record your bigger bolder statement on the flip chart provided.  Please 

record your objectives on the other one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


